DECARATE APPLICATION & USE INSTRUCTIONS

1. Use your imagination! You can apply our unique, themed magnets to any metallic surface, be it your vehicle, office cubical, child’s wagon, school/work locker, filing cabinets, whiteboard, metal doors or refrigerator.

2. Before application, clean surface area with mild dish liquid and dry with soft cloth or air dry. Apply magnets ONLY to clean, dry surfaces. Note that dish liquid solutions should only be handled by appropriate aged individuals as recommended on the cleaning solution product. Do NOT use ammonia based window cleaner on magnets!!

3. If you intend to apply magnets to surfaces that have fresh paint, waxes or clear coats, wait approximately 2–3 days before magnet application to ensure the finish is hard and cured. deCARate is not responsible for clear coat or paint scratching.

4. Adhere magnets to smooth & flat surfaces, making sure to avoid placing magnets over protrusions, molding or bumper guards or decals and pinstripes. There must be no air pockets.

5. To remove design pieces from the magnet sheets, carefully start at one end of the design and slowly peel the design to disengage each element from the magnetic sheet.

6. If on a vehicle, avoid multi-layering decorative pieces more than 2 layers.

7. If on a vehicle and placing one piece on top of another, make sure the entire piece is completely on top of the piece below it. If partially off, there might not be enough magnetism to hold the piece in place while driving.

8. For best results: install at room temperature, in a clean dry area.

9. Do not apply magnets that are curled as they may not adhere properly.

MAGNET MAINTENANCE

1. Kits are REUSABLE but meant as TEMPORARY décor and therefore not recommended for extended periods of time. We recommend that every four weeks you remove magnets, clean the surface area of the vehicle & magnets, then place back on dry surface. Cleaning will prevent grime that can collect around the magnets and avoid uneven fading.

2. Keep original bag for easy and recommended storage of magnets.

3. Kit contents can be reused if maintained & stored properly:
   ・ Clean magnets with mild dish liquid and dry completely
   ・ Do NOT use ammonia based window cleaner or rubbing alcohol on magnets!!
   ・ Place flat and store in cool, clean, dry location.
   ・ Do not bend or place heavy objects on top of magnets.
   ・ Magnets should not face one another to discourage color transference.

4. Remove magnets during extreme weather: snowstorm, excessive wind or rainstorms.

5. Remove all magnets before washing your vehicle.

6. If you place the magnet in the wrong position, completely remove the magnet from the surface and realign. Lift at sides and not at corners to remove. Do not pull the magnet across the surface, or it may stretch due to the resistance and to avoid scratching surface area.

7. Keep instructions for use to place in between magnetic sheets for better storage and future reference.

PRODUCT WARNINGS

1. Kits contain small parts and therefore should NOT be handled by children 3 years or younger.

2. deCARate does not replace nor sell individual missing kit pieces.

3. Magnets are meant for metallic surfaces ONLY. Avoid placing magnets on simulated wood, repainted surfaces, body fillers or any other non-metallic surface.

4. Refrain from use on horizontal surfaces exposed to extreme heat such as hoods, temperatures exceeding 160 degrees F or temperatures below -15 degrees F.

5. Exposure to cold weather will make the magnets more brittle so use caution when handling.

6. deCARate is not liable for any missing magnets due to application or theft.

7. Magnetic material is waterproof and outdoor durable. However, chemicals in road spray such as road salt, motor oil, gasoline may accelerate deterioration.

WARNING: Follow all instructions above. Incorrect use and care may result in damage to the magnetic material and surfaces being applied to. deCARate is not liable for any damage caused by abuse, misuse of product or failure to follow these directions. Do not put magnetic components on your body, on anyone else’s body or in your mouth.

Share your creativity photo with us on social media and be included in our monthly drawing for a free themed kit.

Contact information: www.deCARate.com or (949) 218-8555

Hours of Operation: Monday–Friday 8am–5pm PST